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About This Game

Calvin Tucker’s Farm Animal Racing is a wacky, cartoonish kart game with loads of typical redneck, toilet humor, about
eight wacky animals from a redneck farm.

Their crazy organized tournaments brings them from the Farm to the tropical Pirate island, from the Polar Regions to Egypt,
and from inside the Pyramid they are warped back in time to the Medieval times and returning by a UFO back in time again.

How does that sound for crazy? Every track is filled with interactive elements, anything can happen at any time...

Track and Tournaments

Twelve unique tracks are available in tournaments, and also in Quick Race once unlocked.

Once you have won a tournament, the golden trophy will appear and the next tournament (if available) will be unlocked.

The six environments are:

 F.A.R.T. HQ - The Farm Track is all about the Farm. Immense fields of corn, flowers and just grass, big red farmers
barns and windmills, a small town and a cozy creek: this is the place where the Redneck Farm animals come from.

 Medieval Madness - Medieval World, where our farm animals discover immense castle walls and towers, small and
dirty villages and where everything seems cool and happy. But it's not all happy and shiny in Medieval World: Part of
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this world is the Dark Forrest, where danger is all around you...

 The Pirate Bay - The Pirate Track is the feared Pirate Bay, located on a small island in the Pacific. The lower part of
the island is a hard to pass jungle, and the higher part of the island is the dangerous part: dangerous cliffs, weak bridges
and a creepy tunnel with a skull shaped entrance..

 Nova Zembla - The Polar track have crazy roads, tunnels and bridges entirely made of ice, our farm animals won't like
the cold and the danger of this track. Who will be first in this challenging arctic race?

 Egypt Encounters - Burning hot sand, ancient walls and treasures, and rocky canyons, Egypt is the complete opposite
of the previous Polar world but it's certainly not easier! Especially the tricky inside of the pyramid is hard to master.

 Rosewell - The UFO level contains alien / UFO marks in cornfield, supermarket, parking lot and of course many UFOs.
Watch out for the invasion!

The story:
One day some animals from the redneck farm sit together and think there should be more in the world to discover than
just the Farm. The main idea comes from Billy-Pete “the Pig”, who isn't satisfied with his small and dirty shack.
Everyday Billy-Pete has to listen to the stories of the adventurer of his slimey, clumsy (and always bragging) friend
Slimey Billy “the Frog”, who claims to have seen it all during his journeys.

Billy-Pete takes a closer look at his savings from the last couple of years, and decides to take the gamble: To travel all
around the globe and organize some exiting racing tournaments just for the fun and of course for the adrenaline. He
hires the strong and the fearsome Billy-Barry “the Bull” to protect him from any danger he might encounter in the world,
but not before the silent but cool Billy-Cool “the Sheep” with his sunglasses decides to join the party for reasons only the
mystical Billy-Cool knows.

Soon Mr. Billy Goat and his lovely cow-wife Sue-Ella Stripe decide to race as well, just for the fun of it, and then even
chicken Sue-quack decides to join. While the party engineers and prepares their crazy vehicles, crazy cat Billy-Slick,
decides to join because otherwise there is no one left at the Farm for him to harass or to oppress.

Their crazy organized tournaments brings them from the Farm to the tropical Pirate island, from the Polar regions to
Egypt, and from inside the Pyramid they are warped into time to the Medieval times and returning by a UFO back in
time again.
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Title: Calvin Tucker's Farm Animal Racing
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Team 6 Studios
Publisher:
Funbox Media Ltd
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Intel® Pentium III™ 2 GHz or equivalent Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB Videocard, Shader model 2.0, ATI 9600, NVidia 6600 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 465 MB available space

English
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I bought this game as a fun bad indie game to play on my twitch channel, but was surprised to find it was actually quite good
considering the price point and expectation level. This game is good fun with tight controls and enjoyable game mechanics.
Well done, Calvin Tucker, you win this round. Best of luck on any future games!. From the Store Page presentation, and the
number and variety of tracks, I expected a semi-serious yet humerous racing game.

It isn't even that. Actually, you'll simply spin and spin and spin and....well, you'll pretty much just spin.

And with zero developer response.

Friends don't let friends buy Calvin Tucker's Farm Animal Racing.. Name one other game where you can race around a farm
attacking your enemies with cow pats AND shotguns.

EXACTLY. I LOVE RACING 'ROUND THE FARM.. What the hell is this game? lol that's all I can think of when playing it.
It's totally full of gross out humor and gigantic animal turds and slime and cow milk as powerups and special attacks and
whatnot. But on top of that it actually can get pretty difficult, although the AI has a lot of rubber-banding (sometimes you'll use
an attack and you'll be going so much faster than everyone that the enemy gets a speed boost and races ahead of you even if
you've just used a power-up attack on them).

I also have to give credit to the designers of the game for good coding, because it works great with Steam Play or WINE (really
just the same thing GABE N.!) I use Kubuntu 18.04 GNU\/Linux.
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